Zumtobel Group:
Capturing the Value of Product
Sustainability

Galatasary Stadium, Istanbul, Turkey, lighting solution by Thorn

The Zumtobel Group is one of the few international players in the professional lighting industry. They are using
its existing Enterprise Resource Planning ( ERP ) system with GaBi software to automate Environmental Product
Declarations ( EPD s) for their 10,000 different lighting products.
The Challenges

The Solutions
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Communicate verifiable environmental information. The

Zumtobel Group is one of a few international players in the

professional lighting industry. To capture business value they

need to communicate the impacts of materials, processes

Environmental reporting meets market demand. Started as an

electric company in Austria in 1950, the Zumtobel Group is
now a global lighting company, actively looking for ways to

grow their market share and strengthen their brands. Many

and technologies in their lighting systems. “The EPDs for all

stakeholders today seek environmental information of prod-

EPDs are the basis of our Eco-Design strategy and a competitive
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Zumtobel products reflect our commitment to the environment.
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says Stefan von Terzi.

To make sure that the environmental data is accurate, the EPDs

were verified by the German Institute Construction and Envi-

ronment e.V. (IBU). By documenting progress against industry

standards, the Zumtobel Group is transferring their environmental design leadership into competitive advantage. Hans

Peters, IBU’s CEO, explains “By introducing Environmental Prod-

uct Declarations, the Zumtobel Group is playing a pioneering
role in the lighting industry. They offer their customers an

independent source of information to compare lighting sol-
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Green building rating systems and green procurement programs

are too necessitating environmental metrics on products. The

bottom line: environmental reporting has arrived as a necessary
business tool.

Benefits to the customer
The Zumtobel Group is utilizing GaBi product sustainability software tools to achieve success across the complete value chain by:

> supporting compliance standards

> scaling up their EPD program while cutting costs by more
than 50 %

> communicating sustainable design initiatives to customers
> increasing competitive advantage

> leveraging existing business information systems
> giving internal product design guidance

»GaBi Software helps us to analyze the

ecological performance of our products at the
very beginning of our design process.

«

The Zumtobel Group’s solution in brief:
Customer Industry & Headquarters: Innovative lighting
solutions and lighting management, Austria
»GaBi gives us the data to assess and reduce the environmental
impact of a product throughout its entire life cycle.« Stefan von

Terzi, Director Marketing Zumtobel

Scope: Generating EPDs automated for a huge portfolio of
products by using data from the ERP system

Services & Solutions: GaBi Software, GaBi DfX, GaBi Extension
Databases, PE Consulting and Implementation Services

